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[57] ABSTRACT 

In an apparatus for shrinking wrappings of heat 
shrinkable sheet plastic surrounding transport units by 
subjecting the wrapped units to directional radiant en 
ergy from emitters, the emitters are turnably and mov 
ably mounted and actuated to more or less accurately 
follow the contour of said unit at some distance there 
from so as to irradiate all portions of the unit wrap 
ping more unifonnly. 

12 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS FOR SHRINKING A WRAPPING 
AROUND A TRANSPORT UNIT BY MEANS OF 

RADIANT ENERGY 

The present invention relates to an apparatus for 
shrinking a wrapping of heat-shrinkable sheet plastic 
that surrounds a transport unit, for example a pile of 
goods, by subjecting said wrapping to radiant energy 
emitted from at least one emitter unit adapted for di 
rectional irradiation, and comprising means for effect 
ing a relative movement between the wrapped trans 
port unit and the emitter unit in a predetermined direc 
tion, the emitter unit being arranged to irradiate suc 
cessive surface portions or-zones of the shrinkable 
wrapping of the transport unit during successive stages 
of said relative movement. , _ _ 

It is previously known to shrink a wrapping of heat 
shrinkable sheet plastic surrounding a transport unit by 

‘ subjecting said wrapping to radiant energy from one or 
more emitter units of a directional type. This offers 
many important advantages in comparison with the 
previously common blowing out of hot air towards the 
wrapping on the transport unit. Forlthe first the radiant 
energy, the character and wavelength of which can be 
varied within rather wide limits only it brings about the 
required heating of the sheet plastic wrapping, is effec 
tive from a considerably greater distance than is hot air 
blown out through nozzle holes or apertures, which 
means that it is not so critical to locate the emitters 
very close to the passing transport unit. For the second 
it is much easier to direct the radiant heat so that losses 
to the surrounding can be considerably reduced; Fur 
thermore the need for special means for heating the air 
before it is blown out is completely eliminated, which 
means a simpli?cation of the apparatus. 
However, in old apparatus making use of radiant en 

ergy for shrinking, the transport unit was moved rela 
tive to the radiator unit, or the latter relative to the 
transport unit, along a ?xed and straight path only, 
whereby a satisfactory shrinking effect was obtained 
only at those sides of the transport units which were ex 
tending in the main direction of the relative movement. 
Although suggestions were made that the the emitter 
units could be directed obliquely in order to more ef 
fectively irradiate also an end surface of the transport 
unit, the results of such measures were never entirely 
satisfactory. 
The object of the present invention is to provide an 

apparatus of the kind referred to hereinbefore, in 
which ‘the emitter unit or units are capable of effec 
tively irradiating not only those sides of the transport 
unit which are parallel with the main direction of the 
relative movement, but also the front and rear sides or 
end surfaces thereof as seen in the direction of move 
ment. For the solution of this problem the invention is 
based on the idea that the emitter unit or units have to 
be made movable in such a manner that the directional 
radiant energy emitted therefrom will be more or less 
automatically directed towards different sides or sur 
faces of the transport unit as the position of the trans 
port unit in relation to the emitter unit or units is 
changed during their relative movement. 

In- its primary form the apparatus according to the 
present invention is characterized in that the emitter 
unit is turnable about at least one pivot axis that is at 
least approximately at right angles to the direction of 
the relative movement, and that the emitter unit is ar 
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ranged tobe turned about said axis in response to the 
change in mutual position occuring between the trans 
port unit and the emitter unit during said relative move~ 
ment. In such an apparatus the emitter unit preferably 
has, in a manner known per se, an elongate shape, the 
longitudinal direction of which is at least approximately 
parallel with the pivot axis. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the emit 
ter unit is turnable from a'first position, in which its ra 
diant energy for its main part is hitting that portion of 
the wrapping which is on the front side of the transport 
unit as calculated in the direction of relative move 
ment, via a second position, in which its radiant energy 
is hitting the wrapping of the transport unit in a direc 
tion that is substantially normal to the direction of rela 
tive movement, and into a third position, in which its 
radiant energy for its main part is hitting that portion 
of the wrapping which is on the rear side of the trans 
port unit as calculated in the direction of relative move 
ment, whereupon the emitter unit is returnable to said 
?rst position for treating the wrapping of a next trans 
port unit. In this case each emitter unit is suitably turn 
able against the action of spring means tending to re 
turn the same to a predetermined initial position. 
I In a particularly advantageous form of the apparatus 
according to the invention, each emitter unit is tuma 
ble about two spaced but mutually parallel pivot axes, 
those axes suitably being spaced in the direction of said 
relative movement. In such a case the one pivot axis 
may substantially coincide with a centre axis of the 
emitter unit. The turning of the emitter unit may be ac 
complished by the aid of actuating means connected 
thereto and comprising wheels or arms, which directly 
engage with the transport unit proper during the rela 
tive movement,but it is also possible to place the trans 
port unit on a carrier which in its turn actuates and 
changes the position and direction of the emitter unit 
or units. 

For further elucidation of the invention a partially di 
agrammatically illustrated embodiment thereof, which 
is not to be considered as restrictive for the application 
of the inventive idea, will be described in the following 
and with reference to the accompanying drawings. In 
the drawings . 

FIG. 1 shows an apparatus according to the invention 
for shrinking a sheet plastic wrapping surrounding a 
transport unit that is assumed to consist of a collection 
of goods piled on a loading pallet, the apparatus being 
seen from above and with its components in those posi 
tions which they occupy approximately at the very mo 
ment when the emitter units of the apparatus are ener 
gized to start emitting radiant energy during a subse 
quent cycle of operation.v 
FIG. 2 illustrates in a partially simpli?ed manner the 

apparatus still seen from above‘ but with its components 
in those positions which they occupy when the trans 
port unit has been moved closer up to the emitter units 
and started to cause said units to perform an outwardly 
swinging movement. 
FIG. 3 illustrates in a similar manner a still further 

and later stage in the shrinking operation, in which the 
emitter units pass along the longitudinal sides of the 
transport unit in order to successively shrink the sheet 
plastic wrapping thereon. 
vFIG. 4 illustrates in the same simpli?ed manner as 

FIGS. 2 and 3, how the emitter units at the end of the 
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shrinking operation are brought to irradiate the rear 
side of the transport unit. 
FIG. 5 ?nally shows a side view of the apparatus with 

a related belt conceyor as well as the transport unit in 
dicated by dash-and-dot lines. 

In the drawing (FIGS. 1 and 5)1designates a stand or 
frame structure included in the apparatus and strad 
dling a belt conveyor 2 which is only diagrammatically 
indicated in FIG. 5. Resting on the conveyor 2, the run 
ning speed of which is variable or the movement of 
which can at least be stopped when required, transport 
units 3 are advanced through the stand 1 in succession 
but with certain interspaces'. In the drawing merely one 
such transport unit is shown and although this one is 
only diagrammatically illustrated it may be assumed 
that it consists of a loading pallet 4 on which rests a pile 
5 of arbitrary goods, said pile being surrounded by a 
wrapping 60f sheet plastic being shrinkable by heating. 
The large arrow on the transport unit 3 in FIGS. 1-4 in 
dicates the direction of movement thereof through the 

, apparatus. I . 

On each side of the path followed by the transport 
unit 3 through the apparatus there is pivoted in the 
stand '1 a gate-like frame structure 7 that isswingable 
relative to the stand about a vertical axis 8 against the 
action of a spring 9 tending to keep the gate-like frame 
structure 7 in a‘predetermined initial position de?ned 
by an abutment 10. The arrangement including the two 
gate-like frame structures 7 is entirely symmetrical and 
each frame structure carries, at its outer, free end or 
marginal an emitter unit 11 which is-of elongate shape 
in the vertical direction. The emitter unit is in its turn 
rotatable-relative to the frame structure 7 about a verti 
cal axis 12 which substantially coincides with a centre 
axis through the emitter unit and is de?ned by pivot 
pins at the upper and lower ends of the same. The lower 
one of those latterpivot pins is extended and serves as 
apin shaft for a freely rotatable, horizontally orientated 
wheel 13. ‘ 

As can be seen from FIGS. l-4 the wheel 13 at each 
one of the symmetrically arranged, gate-like frame 
structures 7 is actuated by the transport unit 3, and 
more specifically by'the loading pallet 4, when the’ 
transport unit is passing by, and this in such a manner 
that the gate-like frame structures 7 are then forced to 
swing outwardly and away from each other. This, of 
course, requires that the wheels 13 must have a diame 
ter that is accomodated to the size and shape of the 
transport unit or, more speci?cally, of the loading pal 
let. Obviously the emitter units 11 will partake in the 
swinging movement of the gate-like frame structures 7 
about the vertical axes 8 but their aiming relative to the 
respective frame structure is not changed so far. To 

' each emitter unit 11 there is rigidly connected an actu 
ating arm 14 which with its free, suitably ball-shaped 
end projects a small distance beyond the circumference 
of the relatedwheel 13 and which is also adapted to be 
actuated by the passing transport unit 3 or, in the case 
illustrated, by the loading pallet 4. 
As can be readily understood from FIGS. l-4 the 

transport unit during its passage through the apparatus 
firstly causes the gate-like frame structures 7 to swing 
outwards from each other by actuating the wheels 13. 
Then, when the foremost end of the transport unit has 
reached a position approximately at a crossing plane 
through the pivot axes 12 of the two emitter units 11, 
it will also actuate the arms 14 and thus bring about a 

r - 4 v _ 

step-wise turning of ‘the emitter units relative to the 
frame structure. The initial position of the arms 14 and 
thus of the emitter units 11 according to FIGS. 1 and 
2 are determined by the one side of abutments l5, and 
the emitter units together with the arms 14 tend to re 
turn to this initial position under the actuation of spring 
means, not shown. 
The abutment 15 for each emitter'unit 11 is mounted 

on an arm 16 that is attached to the related gate-like 
frame structure 7 and has at its outer end an electro 

. magnetically releasable pawl 17. This pawl is adapted 
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to engage and retain a projection 18 on the emitter unit 
1 1 when the latter has been turned approximately 270° 
about the axis 12 and, hence, has come into contact 
with the opposite side of the abutment 15. This occurs 
when the transport unit 4 has just passed the wheelsl3 
in accordance with what has been shown by dash-and 
dot lines in FIG. 4, at which occasion the springs 9 posi 
tively return the gate-like frame structures 7 to their in 
itial positions against the abutments l0, i.e. swing said 
structures inwardly and towards one another. It follows 
from this that the springs 9 must be strong enough to 
overcome the spring means, not shown, which tend to 
return the emitter units. - 

Already before the transport unit 4 has entirely 
passed the wheels 13 during its movement through the 
apparatus, it has come to engage and to actuate a sta 
tionary switch device 19 mounted as'shown in FIG. 4. 
First when the transport unit has entirely passed this 
switch device, the beforementioned electromagnet is 
caused to release the, pawl 17 so that the emitter unit 
11 of each frame structure 7 under the actuation of its 
spring means is returned to its initial position. Just be 
fore or at that very moment the emitter units are dee'n 
ergized. - 

The detailed construction of the emitter units can be 
varied within wide limits depending on the type of radi 
ation source or sources used therein. The primary 
source of energy for the emitters may be electrical cur 
rent, e.g. from an electric supply'network, or'suitable 
fuel, e.g. in agaseous form, the energy contents of 
which is converted into radiant energy of any suitable 
wavelength, for example within the infrared range of 
radiation or of any other spectral composition that is 
capable of producing a heating of the shrinkable sheet 
plastic forming the wrapping 6. For ‘the present inven 
tion it is irrelevant what kind of radiant energy there is 
used and how the same is generated. Contrary thereto 
it is important for the invention that the radiant energy 
from the emitter units 11 can be directed and concen 
trated in a satisfactory manner in a certain main direc 
tion towards the passing transport unit which has been 
indicated by the small arrows adjacent the emitter units 
in FIGS. 14. ' > 

As will be clearly understood from the foregoing de 
scription and from the drawing ?gures, the radiant en 
ergy from the emitter units 11 in the apparatus de 
scribed will at the beginning of a shrinking process be 
directed towards that portion of the shrinkable wrap 
ping 6 which is on the front side of the passing transport 
unit 3. Thereafter, the wrapping portions covering the 
longitudinal sides of the transport unit will be irradi 
ated, and ?nally the radiant energy will be directed 
towards the rear side of the transport unit, whereby a 
satisfactory shrinking of all wrapping portions of the 
transport unit will be assured, if this wrapping is sub 
stantially in the form of a sleeve open at its top. If on 
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the other hand'the wrapping instead takes the shape of 
a cap with an upper portion covering the top of the 
transport unit, which is frequently the case, it may be 
suitable to supplement the apparatus with an additional 
emitter unit which is arranged to irradiate said top or 
upper wrapping portion. In such a case, ‘this third emit 
ter unit may be tumably mounted about a horizontal 
axis relative to a horizontally extending, gate-like and 
swingable frame structure similar to one of the verti 
cally extending frame structures 7 described hereinbe 
fore and this in such a manner that the third frame 
vstructure will pass above the transport unit..0n the 
other hand, if the transport unit has a very small height, 
it may be sufficient to use only one single overhead ar 
rangement of such a kind for carrying out the entire 
shrinking process. 

Instead of letting the transport units pass through the 
stationary apparatus, the latter may, of course, be 
moved along a predetermined path in relation to a sta 
tionary transport unit. The path of relative movement 
does not necessarily need to be rectilinear or horizontal 
but may, for instance, be curved and/or vertical. Also 
other modifications of the apparatus shown and de 
scribed are feasible within the scope of the following 
claims. 

An‘ apparatus substantially as shown and described 
hereinbefore and operating with an input power to the 
emitter units of 10 kW pro meter emitter length (verti 
cally) has in practical testsbeen found capable of ac 
complishing effective and satisfactory shrinking at a 
speed of movement of the belt conveyor of 6 meters 
pro minut, which is, in fact, a rather surprising capacity 
and gives an idea of the rather small losses therein. Of 
course, a reduction of the belt speed makes possible a 
reduction also of the input power. 

If it is desirable to still further improve the'shrinking 
of the wrapping portions at the ends of the transport 
unit, i.e. at the front and rear sides thereof, this may be 
achieved by momentarily interrupting the advancing 
movement of the transport unit at the one hand at that 
moment, when the forward end of the transport unit 
just engages the wheels 13, and on the other hand at the 
moment, when the transport unit has just passed said 
wheels, i.e. is in the position shown in dash-and-dot 
lines in'FlG. 4. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for shrinking a wrapping of heat 

shrinkable sheet plastic that surrounds a transport unit, 
comprising at least one directional emitter unit opera 
tive to emit radiant energy towards the wrapped trans 
port unit and means for effecting a relative movement 
between said wrapped unit and the emitter unit in a 
predetermined direction so as to cause said emitter unit 
to irradiate successive surface portions of the shrink 
able wrapping during successive stages of said relative 
movement, said emitter unit being turnable about at 
least one pivot axis that is approximately at right angles 
to the direction of said relative movement, and means 
being provided to turn said emitter unit about said axis 
in response to the change in mutual position occurring 
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6 
between the transport unit and said emitter unit during 
said relative movement. 

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
emitter unit has an elongate shape, the longitudinal axis 
of which is at least approximately parallel with said 
pivot axis. 

3. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
emitter unit is turnable from a ?rst position, in which 
its radiant energy for its main part is hitting that portion 
of the wrapping which is on the front side of the trans 
port unit as calculated in the direction of relative move 
ment, via a second position, in which its radiant energy 
is hitting the wrapping of the transport unit in a direc 
tion that is substantially normal to the direction of rela 
tive movement, and into a third position, in which its 
radiant energy for its main part is hitting that portion 
of the wrapping which is on the rear side of the trans 
port unit as calculated in the direction of relative move 
ment, said emitter unit being returnable from said third 
position to said first position. 

4. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
emitter unit is turnable against the action of spring 
means tending to return the same to a predetermined 
initial position. . ‘ _ 

5. An apparatus as'claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
means for turning said emitter unit comprises an actu 
atingarm connected thereto and projecting into the 
path of the transport unit in order to be actuated upon 
by the latter during said relative movement. 

6. An apparatus as claimed-in claim 1, wherein said ' 
emitter unit is turnable about two spaced but mutually 
parallel pivot axes. ' 

7.v An apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein said 
two pivot axes are spaced in the direction of said rela 
tive movement. 

8. An apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein one 
of said two spaced pivot axes substantially coincides 
with a centre axis of the emitter unit. 

9. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
emitter unit is supported at the free outer margin of a 
gate-like frame structure that is swingable about a ?rst 
pivot axis, and wherein said emitter unit is turnable rel 
ative to said frame structure about a second pivot axis. 

10. An apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein said 
swingable frame structure comprises a wheel that is 
adapted to be actuated upon by the transport unit dur 
ing said relative movement in order to thereby change 
the position of said emitter unit relative to the transport 
unit by causing said frame structure to. swing about said 
?rst axis. 

11. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein two 
turnable emitter units are provided to irradiate each 
one side of a transport unit passing between them. 7 

12. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
means for effecting said relative movement comprises 
a driven conveyor for moving the transport unit relative 
to said emitter unit along a substantially rectilinear 
path. 

* * * * * 


